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Source-based code coverage of Linux kernel
We have been working on measuring Linux kernel’s source-based code coverage using LLVM toolchain. Prior
coverage testing tools like gcov instrument the target kernel at the IR level and do not have a precise mapping
back to the source code. If compiler optimizations are enabled (which is the default for building Linux kernel),
coverage will not mapwell to the source code, and the reports are oftentimes confusing. To solve this problem,
source-based code coverage [1] does instrumentation at the compiler frontend and maintains accurate map-
ping from coverage measure to source code locations. Source-based results can reflect exactly how the code
is written and can present advanced metrics like branch coverage and Modified Condition/Decision Coverage
(MC/DC) [2] in a human friendly way. Comparison of these two tools using real kernel code examples can be
found in [3].

This talk is complementary to our proposed talk submitted to the Refereed Track. This talk is a deeper dive of
our work on supporting advanced testing towards certifying Linux.

• We will describe our kernel patch that enables source-based code coverage tools in a freestanding
environment like Linux kernel.

• We will compare kernel coverage reports generated by both gcov and source-based code coverage on
real kernel code examples to demonstrate how source-based results are more informative.

• We will share some of the earliest MC/DC measurements of Linux kernel enabled by our patch.
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